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Abstract
The OSI and the CORBA technologies for systems management can be integrated using gate-
ways and specification translation tools. We show that automatic translation produces results
which are sub-optimal with respect to questions of style, performance and even correctness. A
translation designer can offer worthwhile improvements by selecting translation options, and
by providing complementary information. This approach, that we call flexible translation, is
compatible with a generic implementation of gateways. 
1 Introduction
An important trend in systems management is to provide integrated management in a uniform
way: the networks, the hosts, the operating systems, the peripherals, and (more and more) the
applications must be managed with the same tools, using the same paradigms. Another trend is
to use a distributed objects architecture [X.703-96]: the distributed objects paradigm and tech-
nology are well adapted to support integrated management, which is implemented as a set of
distributed applications. In particular, distributed objects hide location and access protocols,
and cope well with nomadic1 resources (such as application programs). They also make it eas-
ier to provide and use common distributed services, such as a distributed notification service. 
Currently, there is a conflict between these two trends, because integrated management can be
readily provided on the basis of the OSI systems management architecture (SMA)
[X.700][X.701]. Indeed, the OSI SMA still represents the state of the art, and using it allows to
reuse both OSI and SNMP investments (we know how to integrate SNMP within OSI [DJ96]).
However, considering the current trends in management platforms (which tend to hide the use
of communication protocols) and distributed application programming (which makes use of
technologies such as CORBA, DCE, Java, or ActiveX, rather than OSI), it is quite clear that
the distributed objects architecture represents the future of integrated management. 
1. By nomadic resources, we mean resources which migrate by themselves (e.g., for fault-tolerance), as well as 
resources which are relocated from time to time (e.g., by a systems manager). 
               In the coming years, both the OSI and the distributed objects architectures will be used for sys-
tems management, yielding situations where they must coexist. In the ESPRIT III project Sys-
Man1, our laboratory was in charge of developing tools for supporting that coexistence. More
specifically, we have implemented gateways and specification translators, which enable either: 
– an OSI management platform to manage a set of CORBA objects, using the OSI CMIS
service; or
– a CORBA management program to manage a set of OSI managed objects by invoking
CORBA operations on them (i.e., an OSI managed object can be associated with a ded-
icated CORBA interface). 
Related Work
The Open Group and the Network Management Forum have set up a working group called
JIDM (for Joint Inter-Domain Management), for defining a software architecture that will
allow a CORBA-based application to play the manager or the agent role in a manager/agent
model of interconnection. 
JIDM has started its work by defining two algorithms for translating specifications: one from
GDMO to CORBA IDL, and the other from CORBA IDL to GDMO. This work, called speci-
fication translation, has recently become an Open Group preliminary specification [JIDM97a].
JIDM is currently working on interaction translation, which is the actual integration of the
OSI and the CORBA architectures. 
Apparently, JIDM shares the same broad goals that we had in the ESPRIT project SysMan. In
fact, JIDM is interested in the realization of the OSI architecture in a CORBA environment.
Accordingly, they consider the interworking of CORBA and CMIP technology environments
within the OSI SMA. To the contrary, we assumed that CORBA would be used in a new archi-
tecture based on distributed objects (of which we know little yet), and we favoured an evolu-
tion towards that new architecture [Genil96b]. 
Flexible Translation
Our work on specification translation in SysMan lead us to the conclusion that an automatic
translation from GDMO to IDL, or vice-versa, produces results which are sub-optimal with
respect to questions of style, performance and even correctness. The reasons are that concepts
of one notation can be missing in the other, or that their semantics are slightly different. More-
over, CMIS proposes services that have no immediate counterpart in CORBA (e.g., the joint
reading of several attributes). 
We propose in this paper a different approach, that we call flexible translation: the use of an
automatic IDL to GDMO translator, with the possibility for a translation designer to provide
complements and improvements, and to select options. Flexible translation produces results
that are superior to those produced by an automatic translation algorithm, yet it is compatible
with a generic implementation of interaction translation. 
1. By “SysMan”, we mean here the ESPRIT Project 7026 on “Open Distributed Systems Management,” also 
known as SysMan. We never refer to the SysMan series of standards developed by the Open Group. 2
              Organization of this Paper
This paper is organised in two parts: 
• In the first part, we briefly present the SysMan approach to interaction translation, both
regarding the provision of CMIS access to CORBA managed objects (Section 2), and the
association of CORBA interfaces with OSI managed objects (Section 3). In each case, we
present the motivations for a flexible translation. 
• In the second part (Section 4), we outline the SysMan implementations of specification and
interaction translation. We then explain how these implementations could be extended for
supporting flexible translation. Since the same implementation principles are applicable to
both interaction translations, we only discuss the association of CORBA interfaces with OSI
managed objects. 
For simplicity, we ignore a number of issues. In particular, we do not discuss event notifica-
tions. We also omit a number of details that are specific to the SysMan distributed environ-
ment, and we align our discourse with the JIDM specification translation and with CORBA (in
SysMan, we used ANSAware, an implementation which is semantically but not syntactically
compliant with the CORBA specification [ANSAware]). 
2 OSI Management of CORBA Distributed Objects
In the short term, integrated management will often be realised by providing an OSI manager
with access to distributed applications, in addition to the network and the hosts. 
Figure 1 shows that a CORBA application can be managed through the intermediary of a smart
gateway, called an adapter-agent. The main function of this adapter-agent is to translate CMIS
requests into CORBA operation invocations, and CORBA operation terminations into CMIS
responses [BGG94]. The key ideas behind this approach are that CORBA applications are
designed to be managed with CORBA operations, and that most CORBA operations (specified
in IDL) can easily be translated into CMIS M-actions (specified in GDMO). 
In fact, as illustrated in Figure 1, an adapter-agent is more than a simple gateway. Together
with the CORBA application, it implements the agent role required by OSI managers and
CMIS connections. In the SysMan approach, the adapter-agent assumes the largest part of that
burden, and the CORBA application objects remain essentially unaware of OSI — the adapter-
agent is the only object aware of OSI concepts such as OSI managed objects1 and containment,
and of related services such as scoping and filtering. SysMan uses a specification translation
from IDL to GDMO because we assume that the application is designed to be managed with
CORBA programs. However, the SysMan interaction translation is compatible with a specifi-
cation translation from GDMO to IDL. 
JIDM has goals that are slightly different from ours — they are interested in using CORBA
technology for implementing CMIS agents. Their initial working document requires all
CORBA objects to participate in the provision of scoping and filtering [HieGon96]. Moreover,
1. The CORBA objects represented on Figure 1 do not correspond to OSI managed objects — for example, the 
OSI attributes (specified in GDMO) are implemented by the adapter-agent. 3
               that document assumes that all CORBA managed objects are initially specified in GDMO —
we made the reverse assumption. 
2.1 Flexible Translation from IDL to GDMO
The managed objects of an OSI agent are implemented jointly by an adapter-agent and the
CORBA application (even though the application may not realise this). Their GDMO specifi-
cations are derived from the IDL specifications of the application management interfaces.
Preferably, this translation should be flexible, for the reasons listed below. 
2.1.1 Name bindings and containment
The OSI architecture uses attributive names for denoting managed objects. These attributive
names are based on one immutable attribute of the managed objects, and on a containment
relationship. The meaning of this relationship is two-fold: 
• The existence of a contained object is subject to the existence of its containing object.
• A managed object is directly contained within at most one other managed object. 
The possible containment relationships of a managed object, and the selection of its naming
attributes, must be specified in GDMO with special templates called name bindings. The con-
cepts of ‘naming attribute’ and of ‘containment’ might apply to some CORBA objects, but this
cannot be specified in IDL. 
An automatic translation algorithm from IDL to GDMO lacks information for deriving a sensi-
ble OSI naming hierarchy. It can merely specify one GDMO name binding and one GDMO
naming attribute, and use them systematically for naming all the OSI managed objects
[BGG94]. As a consequence, the agent representing the CORBA application is poorly struc-
tured (it has no containment hierarchy) and its managed objects have unfriendly names. Flexi-
Figure 1  An adapter-agent together with a CORBA application implement an OSI agent role. 
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             ble translation addresses this problem by allowing a translation designer to create GDMO
name bindings and to specify naming attributes. 
2.1.2 Attributes
Attributes in IDL are just a notational convention for defining operations (one or two opera-
tions per attribute). Attributes in GDMO serve essentially the same purpose, with the differ-
ence that they implicitly define operations that apply on multiple attributes. However, a more
fundamental difference is that GDMO attributes specify the state of a managed object — there
is no such implication in IDL. This fact matters when considering scoped management opera-
tions in OSI: a scoped operation should only be invoked on OSI managed objects whose state
satisfies the filtering criteria (i.e., it should not be invoked on managed objects whose state no
longer satisfies the filtering criteria). 
According to the semantics, an automatic translation should map IDL attributes to GDMO
actions, and not to GDMO attributes. Otherwise, the application may need to be modified in
depth so that it supports filtering with the right semantics (JIDM does map IDL attributes to
GDMO attributes, with the consequence that all CORBA objects must implement filtering).
Flexible translation allows a more reasonable alternative: a translation designer can introduce
special attributes, that we call property attributes, that are implemented by the adapter-agent.
Property attributes may change values, but only rarely (most are immutable), and only with the
adapter-agent permission — this allows filtering to be performed by the adapter-agent. 
Note that property attributes may but they need not correspond to attributes originally defined
in IDL. Note also that the naming attribute of an OSI managed object is necessarily one of its
immutable property attributes. 
2.1.3 Arguments denoting managed objects
IDL operations can easily be translated into GDMO actions, as long as their arguments consist
only of data. They are much more difficult to translate when some of their arguments are inter-
faces, i.e., when their runtime messages carry IORs (Interoperable Object References). Indeed,
the OSI architecture lacks the concepts of interface argument and object reference. The closest
concept is that of an object name, but it is in general impossible to map an object reference to
an object name at runtime (the problem is that object references cannot be compared for equal-
ity [Powell93][Watson97]). There are essentially three ways to deal with this issue: 
1. The interface argument is translated into an OSI name. This is the most sensible translation, 
but it requires that CORBA objects implement a GetObjectName operation, that returns 
their name — the adapter-agent translates an IOR with the help of that operation. 
[Genil96b]
2. The interface argument is translated into a special OSI name that encapsulates the IOR at 
runtime. This name cannot be used by the OSI management platform, except as an input 
argument in a subsequent CMIS service request. 
3. The interface argument is not translated, i.e., it is suppressed in GDMO (the output interface 
argument is deemed unnecessary for the purpose of management from OSI). 
None of the above solutions are entirely satisfactory in all circumstances. However, any one of
them can be truly adequate, depending on the application capabilities and on the management5
       requirements. We conclude that the best solution is to allow a translation designer to choose
among these different translation options. 
Flexible translation has a clear drawback: several translation designers may define different
mappings between IDL and GDMO specifications. Translation of standardized specifications
should therefore be done (or approved) by standard bodies, rather than by individual designers. 
3 CORBA Access to OSI Managed Objects
In the long term, integrated management will be provided on the basis of a distributed objects
architecture. This implies that OSI agents evolve towards this architecture by providing opera-
tion interfaces giving direct access to the resources they contain. 
There are two interesting solutions to this problem: the first is to upgrade existing OSI agents;
the second is to use gateways and to reuse OSI agents without modifying them. The first solu-
tion is more powerful than the second, but is excessively costly. For that reason, we attached
ourselves to the use of gateways. Nevertheless, we proposed a solution which is compatible
with upgrading agents, for avoiding to specify an implementation. 
Figure 2 shows that an OSI agent can be “virtually upgraded” by using a smart gateway, called
a proxy-agent [GeGa95]. The main function of this proxy-agent is to translate CORBA opera-
tions invoked on a resource into CMIS requests, and forward these to the OSI agent. The key
idea behind this approach is that the IDL interfaces proposed by a proxy-agent are derived
from the GDMO specifications of the OSI managed objects in the agent — there is therefore a
CMIS request for each operation. 
Figure 2  A proxy-agent can be used to virtually upgrade an OSI agent
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             Figure 2 illustrates that a proxy-agent is specified using proxy managed objects (just as an OSI
agent is specified using managed objects). A proxy managed object is a conceptual entity1
which is associated with a CORBA interface on one side, and with an OSI managed object on
the other side. It translates the operations that it receives into CMIS requests, and their CMIS
responses into operation results. Importantly, it also tracks the location of its associated man-
aged object, so that it can always send its CMIS requests to the appropriate OSI agent. 
Conceptually, a proxy managed object has a permanent existence relationship with one OSI
managed object; as far as managers are concerned, it comes in existence when that object is
created, and it disappears when that object is deleted. A reference (IOR) to a proxy managed
object can thus be safely considered as a reference to its associated OSI managed object. This
reference reliability allows CORBA management programs to remain unaware of the existence
of proxy-agents and proxy managed objects. 
Currently, the JIDM group is also using a concept of proxy managed object in its documents.
JIDM’s proxy managed objects differ from ours in that they are effectively associated with the
names of OSI managed objects, rather than with the objects themselves (even though that is the
intention). Since an OSI name may be reused after a managed object is deleted, JIDM’s prox-
ies may be associated with different OSI managed objects at different times. Hopefully, this
happens only rarely. 
3.1 Flexible Translation from GDMO to IDL
GDMO is a notation that has been designed specifically for specifying OSI agents. It is quite
dependent on CMIS: a specifier can make design decisions in GDMO which are valid when
CMIS is used, but which become invalid when CORBA operations are used. Thus, a system-
atic translation of GDMO specifications in IDL produces poor designs from a CORBA point-
of-view. Flexible translation enables a designer to improve on an automatic GDMO to IDL
translation in the ways listed below. 
3.1.1 Implementation of proxy managed objects
As noted above, a proxy managed object has a permanent existence relationship with one OSI
managed object. A proxy-agent needs to implement this relationship, but only as far as its cli-
ents are concerned — the CORBA management programs must not be able to decide whether a
CORBA server interface is associated to a proxy, or whether it is associated to an OSI man-
aged object directly. 
A simple and efficient implementation exists for OSI managed objects that have a reliable OSI
name (e.g., those that reside permanently in an OSI agent), or those that have a unique identifi-
cation attribute (the combination of that attribute value and their OSI name makes up a reliable
name): a proxy-agent may translate an operation into a CMIS request, and forward it to the
appropriate agent; if the OSI managed object no longer exists in the agent, a specific error mes-
sage will inform the proxy-agent. The detection of the managed object deletion happens early
1. Proxy managed objects, as OSI managed objects, are conceptual entities rather than implementation objects. 
They may be implemented as CORBA objects, but there is no requirement that they are. What matters is that a 
proxy-agent implementation satisfies its specification. 7
                             enough, since there is no risk that the translated operation gets invoked on a wrong managed
object. 
In the absence of any reliable name, a proxy-agent needs to monitor the existence of an OSI
managed object, for example by subscribing to object deletion notifications. It must delete a
proxy when its associated managed object is deleted, or update the proxy’s location informa-
tion when its associated managed object is merely relocated1. The goal is to avoid forwarding
operation requests to a wrong object, or rejecting operation requests that are targeted at a man-
aged object that has been relocated. 
Regarding interaction translation, the point is that existence relationships between a proxy and
a managed object needs to be implemented in different ways depending on the properties of
that managed object. A related point is that although these properties are not formally defined
in GDMO, they can often be defined on a managed object class basis. A proxy-agent imple-
mentation can be enhanced (regarding performance and correctness) if a translation designer
indicates the following information:
– whether a GDMO class is a class of permanent managed objects, 
– whether a GDMO class is a class of nomadic managed objects, 
– and which GDMO attributes are unique identification attributes. 
3.1.2 Attributes
CMIS offers services to read (M-Get) or write (M-Set) an arbitrary list of attributes within a
managed object. OSI managers have thus a very large selection of operations for reading or for
writing attributes (for a managed object with 10 attributes, the number of available M–Get
requests is 1023). This feature makes the CMIS service very flexible, but it also contributes to
make it difficult to use: 
• For obvious reasons, CMIS APIs only offer a few procedures with generic parameters for
reading or for writing attributes — these generic procedures are more difficult to use than
attribute specific procedures, as proposed by CORBA stubs. 
• Accessing several independent attributes increases both the probability of partial errors
(e.g., an error that pertains to a single attribute), and the complexity to handle them. For a
CMIS request targeted at 10 attributes, the number of potential error combinations is 1023. 
CORBA operations can only read or write a single attribute. For improving performance, an
IDL designer typically specifies fewer (but more complex) attributes than a GDMO designer,
or he explicitly specifies operations for accessing attributes in related sets. IDL designers try to
maximize the functionality of each operation, while minimizing the chances that they return
with an error. To the contrary, GDMO designers are advised not to specify actions for access-
ing specific sets of attributes ([X.722], clause 7.15). 
An automatic translation from GDMO to IDL can only produce results that are clearly sub-
optimal in a CORBA context. To improve on this situation, JIDM’s translation defines generic
1.  A managed object that is relocated is first deleted in an OSI agent and then recreated in another agent. A 
proxy-agent can recognize this situation because nomadic managed objects are not contained within the 
agent’s ‘system’ managed object. A nomadic managed object is truly deleted when its entry is removed from 
the OSI directory. 8
                                attribute operations, cmisMGet and cmisMSet, that are inherited by all generated IDL inter-
faces. This is a worthwhile improvement, but CORBA programmers may find the cmisMGet
and cmisMSet operations rather difficult to invoke. 
Flexible translation allows to minimize the need of invoking the cmisMGet and cmisMSet
operations. A translation designer may specify groups of attributes that should be read, written,
or reset together. For example, he may specify a multi-attribute operation Get_X_Y_Z for read-
ing the three attributes X, Y, and Z together, or similar operations Set_X_Y_Z and
SetDefault_X_Y_Z for changing the values of the same attributes. 
Note that the identifiers Get_X_Y_Z, Set_X_Y_Z and SetDefault_X_Y_Z have been chosen
arbitrarily, for illustration purposes. Identifiers for multi-attribute operations should not be
generated automatically, but should be chosen by the translation designer. This ensures that
multi-attribute operations can be defined for an arbitrary number of attributes.
Regarding errors, a translation designer should select multi-attribute operations that have a
very low probability of partial errors. Thus, multi-attribute operations are not only easier but
also safer to use than the generic operations cmisMGet and cmisMSet. 
3.1.3 Replies to operations
The large majority of GDMO actions have the same semantics as CORBA operations. They
can be translated easily to equivalent operations in IDL. 
However, some rare GDMO actions may generate multiple replies, which all have the same
syntax. This peculiar feature may be used for sending intermediary results before a final result,
or for returning a sequence of results of the same type. CORBA operations have at most one
reply, so a special scheme is needed for returning multiple results. There are at least three pos-
sibilities:
1. A single operation is used, which returns a complete sequence of results in its termination. 
This solution is ideal when all the results are available at about the same time, and when 
pragmatic constraints on the size of operation results allow it.
2. Several operations are used — the invoker has to make another operation invocation to 
obtain the next result. This solution is simple to use by CORBA management programs. It 
may increase the delay to obtain a response, but this should be acceptable in most cases. 
3. Call-back operations are used — the invoker provides a server operation interface, which is 
invoked by the upgraded agent for sending supplementary results. This solution may shorten 
the delay to obtain results. However, it is not friendly to CORBA programmers, as handling 
call-backs is always a bit cumbersome. 
The JIDM group deferred the resolution of this issue to their work on interaction translation.
Apparently, they favour the third solution, with two interesting twists. The first twist is to gen-
erate an exception when multiple replies occur. This exception occurs infrequently, so most
CORBA operations occur as if the multiple replies issue did not exist. The second twist is to
make use of distributed event services, thus allowing CORBA management programs to either
pull multiple replies (analog to Solution 2 above), or to get them pushed through one of its
server interfaces (Solution 3). 9
Whether an action may send a single reply or multiple replies is not specified formally in
GDMO, so an automatic translation associates the multiple replies exception with all IDL
operations. However, a GDMO action template includes a behaviour clause (English text),
which typically indicates whether multiple replies may occur or not. A translation designer
may therefore improve on automatic translation by declaring which GDMO actions have a sin-
gle reply, and can be mapped to simple CORBA operations. He may also specify which mech-
anism is most appropriate for returning the multiple replies of a GDMO action. 
3.1.4 CMIS arguments
Not all arguments pertaining to the management of an OSI resource are specified in GDMO;
CMIS specifies a few arguments which are common to all management operations or notifica-
tions. An automatic translation can either always include these CMIS arguments as IDL opera-
tion arguments, or it can omit them, meaning that they are not available to CORBA
management programs. 
For example, the JIDM translation algorithm always includes the event time in translated M-
Event-Report messages, but it never includes the optional current time argument in translated
CMIS reply messages. JIDM’s decision is a sensible one. However, the current time argument
is useful in some circumstances — for example, in performance management to take into
account the jitter of the network, or when an action returns intermediary results within multiple
replies. 
A translation designer can improve on automatic translation by specifying CMIS arguments in
IDL when they are useful. 
3.1.5 Arguments denoting managed objects
Information exchanged between managers and agents (i.e., attribute values, action and notifi-
cation arguments) include managed object names. When OSI managed objects are associated
with CORBA interfaces, and therefore with object references (IORs), there is an opportunity to
reconsider how naming information should be exchanged, i.e., whether to use object names or
IORs (i.e., interface arguments in IDL). 
IORs are more efficient that object names in the sense that they save the need to use a naming
service. They are more reliable in the sense that they are never reused. And they do not reveal
location information, making it easier and safer to change the location of a referenced object.
On the other hand, IORs are unreadable by humans, they do not communicate attributive prop-
erties about the objects they reference, and they cannot be compared for equality. In summary,
IORs and object names have different properties, and tend to be complementary. There are sit-
uations where it is better to use IORs (e.g., when a client requests from an object the identity of
a related object, on which it intends to invoke some operations), and others where it is better to
use object names (e.g., to indicate the origin of a notification). 
An automatic translation cannot substitute interface arguments for object names, because such
substitutions need to be decided on a case by case basis, according to information that is not
formally specified in GDMO. For that reason, JIDM translates all OSI object names into
CORBA names (i.e., JIDM’s translation makes no special treatment for values of the ASN.1
datatype ObjectInstance, which is used for encoding OSI names). 10
A translation designer may improve on automatic translation by mapping some OSI managed
object names to interface arguments in IDL. Indeed, we have shown in [Genil96b] that a
proxy-agent can map between OSI managed object names and IORs, in both directions. 
The use of interface arguments in lieu of object names has also an impact on typing: the formal
type of an interface argument is an interface1 while the type of an object name is a datatype.
This difference matters because the types of interface arguments improve the readability of an
interface, and because they can be used for type checking at compile time. 
3.1.6 Support of polymorphism and substitutability
The OSI SMA and CORBA both support polymorphism (the ability of a program to interact
with an object without knowing its actual type) and substitutability (the ability to replace an
object of a given class with an object of a subclass of that class). However, they do so with dif-
ferent mechanisms. The OSI SMA uses two different mechanisms for supporting these two
important features: best-efforts management (a manager can discard information that it does
not understand [Westgate92]) and allomorphism (a managed object can explicitly behave as an
implementation of a superclass of its class). For its part, CORBA supports polymorphism and
substitutability automatically by enabling an object to support several interfaces: its actual
interface, and all the superclasses of that interface. Ideally, CORBA management programs
should use only the CORBA typing mechanisms and not the typing mechanisms of OSI. 
Using the OSI typing mechanisms on top of those of CORBA is possible, but undesirable.
However, it is difficult to get rid of best-efforts management when translating from GDMO to
IDL, because GDMO actions, attributes and attribute groups can be extended through inherit-
ance. As a result, a CMIS response can include information that is not expected by the invok-
ing CORBA management program. A translation designer cannot solve this problem entirely,
but he can eliminate a number of its occurrences: 
• He can suppress the extension support of a generated IDL operation, thus requesting the
proxy-agent to discard the corresponding information. 
• He can also introduce a second IDL operation, at an appropriate level of the IDL inheritance
hierarchy, that supports the GDMO extensions. CORBA management programs that know
about that second operation can invoke it instead of the first and receive the extension infor-
mation. 
CORBA management programs will probably never use allomorphism. The GDMO attributes
indicating a managed object’s actual class (objectClass) or its allomorphic superclasses
(allomorphs) are therefore not needed in IDL. JIDM’s automatic translation does translate
these attributes, in case they are nevertheless useful. Flexible translation allows a designer to
suppress IDL attributes that are not needed by CORBA management programs. 
4 Implementation
Our purpose in this second part of the paper is to show that flexible translation can be imple-
mented as an extension of automatic translation. We first outline the actual implementations of
specification and interaction translation in SysMan. We then explain how these implementa-
1. The type of the actual interface, the principal interface in CORBA, has to be a subtype of that type.11
tions could be extended for supporting flexible translation in a generic way. Since the same
implementation principles are applicable to both interaction translations, we only discuss the
association of CORBA interfaces with OSI managed objects (i.e., the specification translation
from GDMO to IDL, and the mapping of CORBA operations to CMIS requests). 
The underlying idea of our approach is the following: 
• In automatic translation, there is exactly one specification mapping from GDMO to IDL. A
proxy-agent performs a related interaction mapping on the CORBA operations that it
receives. 
• In flexible translation, several specification mappings are possible from GDMO to IDL. A
translation designer selects the mapping to be used via translation options and related infor-
mation. A proxy-agent must perform the interaction mapping that is related to the selected
specification mapping.
A proxy-agent can perform the appropriate interaction mapping if it implements all the options
offered to a translation designer, and if it has access to all the options and related information
that have been specified. 
4.1 Implementation of Specification Translation
As illustrated Figure 3, specification translation in the ESPRIT project SysMan is organised
around a dedicated specifications database system1. A translation from GDMO (including
ASN.1) to IDL involves the following CORBA components: the specifications database sys-
tem, a GDMO parser, an ASN.1 parser, an IDL parser, and a GDMO-to-IDL translator. 
For preparing the translation, an operator (or a script) must load the original specifications in
the database. He does so by invoking the GDMO and the ASN.1 parser on the relevant text
files: the textual specifications are transformed into data structures, and loaded in the database
by invoking specific update CORBA operations. 
The operator can then proceed to the specification translation, by invoking the GDMO-to-IDL
translator on a GDMO standard or a GDMO managed object class. As illustrated in Figure 3,
the translator performs the following steps for each GDMO component or ASN.1 module that
is directly or indirectly referenced by the standard or class to be translated:
1. The translator reads one GDMO component or ASN.1 module from the specified class or 
standard. 
2. It checks that the component has not already been translated in IDL (if yes, it moves on to 
translate the next component). 
3. It translates the GDMO component into an IDL interface, and generates an IDL file. 
4. It launches the IDL parser, with the newly created file as a command line argument. 
5. The IDL parser loads the IDL interface in the database. 
1. According to OMG terminology, we may speak of an extended interface repository (this repository is extended in the sense 
that it supports GDMO and ASN.1 specifications, in addition to ANSA IDL specifications). According to OSI systems man-
agement terminology, we may speak of a management meta-knowledge server. 12
The translator operates on every component that needs to be translated so that a managed
object class is fully translated into a valid IDL interface (and so that interaction translation is
possible for OSI managed objects associated with such an interface). 
4.2 Implementation of Interaction Translation
Interaction translation is implemented by a proxy-agent, a smart gateway which allows
CORBA management programs to invoke operations on managed objects within OSI agents. 
As illustrated in Figure 4, our implementation of a proxy-agent differs in many ways from its
specification outlined in Section 3 (but CORBA management programs need not know this).
The most important difference is that the implementation does not feature one server operation
interface per OSI managed object; instead, it just uses a single dynamic skeleton interface
[CORBA-2] for all the managed objects in its associated OSI agent. 
When an operation is invoked on its dynamic skeleton interface, the proxy-agent has initially
access to the operation name, and to the object reference that was used for the invocation.
Since the proxy-agent created the object reference in the first place, it obtains enough informa-
tion for determining the IDL interface in which the operation is described, the identity of the
managed object which is the real target of the invocation, and the GDMO specification of that
managed object. It is thus capable of unmarshalling the operation with the help of the IDL por-
tion of the database, and of translating it into a CMIS request using the GDMO and the ASN.1
portions of the database. The translation of the response is performed in the reverse way. 
Figure 3  Specification translation from GDMO and ASN.1 to IDL
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Strictly speaking, the IDL specification is not needed, since the operation can be unmarshalled
with the GDMO and ASN.1 information. In practice, it is easier to unmarshal a CORBA oper-
ation with access to its specification in IDL. The GDMO specification is required since the
translation in IDL loses some information (e.g., ASN.1 object identifiers). 
Our approach to automatic interaction translation corresponds essentially to the dynamic
bridge approach defined by Yang and Vogel [YV96]. An alternate approach, also presented in
[YV96], is the on-demand bridge: a bridge generator instantiates software for a new bridge,
given the specifications of the interfaces supported by that bridge (IDL and GDMO). 
4.3 Implementation of Flexible Translation
A proxy-agent can support flexible translation if two conditions are satisfied: 
1. It implements all the options offered to a translation designer. 
2. It knows the options and related information that have actually been specified. 
The first condition can simply be met by writing more translation code (and by ensuring that
all the flexible translation options can indeed be implemented). The second condition can be
trivially met by recording this information in the specifications database. 
4.3.1 Extension of specification translation
Flexible translation may be implemented by letting a designer add information to the database,
and by having specification translators make use of that extra information. For example, a
translation designer may add the following information in the database: 
Figure 4  A proxy-agent implementation uses a dynamic skeleton interface and a specifications database
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– which GDMO attributes are immutable in a managed object, 
– which GDMO attribute is the unique identification attribute of a managed object, 
– which managed object classes have only permanent instances (i.e., instances which are
never deleted in an OSI agent), 
– the formal type (i.e., a GDMO class OID1) of a managed object name argument (en-
coded with the ASN.1 datatype ObjectInstance [X.711]), when it is known. 
– which sets of attributes in a managed object class may be used to define multi-attribute
operations (see Section 3.1.2), and for what kind of operation (Get, Replace, et cete-
ra), 
– which OSI names ought to be translated to interface references (see Section 3.1.5),
– et cetera. 
The above information is clearly useful for translating GDMO and ASN.1 specifications in
IDL, and for implementing proxy managed objects (see Section 3.1.1). In fact, it may also be
useful for developing management programs in the OSI environment. 
4.3.2 Extension of interaction translation
A proxy-agent supporting a flexible translation operates in very much the same way than an
ordinary proxy-agent: an operation invocation is first unmarshalled using its IDL specification;
it is then translated according to its corresponding GDMO specification, possibly using the
supplementary information provided by the translation designer. 
A proxy-agent supporting flexible translation is more difficult to implement, because there are
more possibilities to consider in the runtime mapping. However, since flexible translation
introduces only a few well-defined options (e.g., most datatypes have only one possible trans-
lation), the memory requirements and the translation performance should not be affected
much. 
4.3.3 Alternate implementation
As noted by Subrata Mazumdar, flexible translation of GDMO specifications could be
achieved by selecting and tagging implementation specific information during the GDMO
parsing phase. Tagged GDMO specifications could then be converted to IDL using an exten-
sion of JIDM’s specification translation. This implementation approach is followed by some
vendors of C++-based TMN products [Mazum97]. 
5 Conclusion
Specification translators from GDMO to IDL, or from IDL to GDMO, produce results which
are odd or inefficient when compared to original specifications in the target language. The
main reasons can be attributed to the lack of a true concept of object reference in the OSI archi-
tecture, and to differences in communication support and semantics regarding attributes (oper-
ations on multiple attributes, and filtering). 
Flexible translation can offer worthwhile improvements on automatic translation, with respect
to style (choice of identifiers), ease of use, functionality, performance, and implementation of
1. The class of the actual managed object passed in argument may be a subclass of the class specified here.15
interaction translation. A translation designer can indeed change generated identifiers, select
well-defined translation options, and provide complementary information. Nevertheless, flexi-
ble translation is compatible with a generic implementation of gateways (no specific program-
ming is necessary at their level). In fact, the functioning of a gateway supporting a flexible
translation needs not differ much from that of an ordinary gateway, and its memory require-
ments and translation performance are comparable. 
The major drawback of flexible translation is that several translation designers may define dif-
ferent mappings between IDL and GDMO specifications. Translation of standardized specifi-
cations should therefore be done (or approved) by standard bodies, rather than by individual
designers. 
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